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Duck hunting waders for short guys

Home Forums &gt; Sanctuary Forum &gt; Duck Hunters Forum &gt; · Discussion Starter • #1 • Mar 14, 2017 Check out the internet for threads on bugs for short fat guys and you get a lot of threads that turn into all the jokes. Feel free to post another thread joke around, but I'd love this one to be a resource for guys who want to buy waders that meet these needs. Please send your experience with waders to
short, burly people. All heavy or short guys are welcome to respond. I'm both, and I'm short-lived. Mods, I would like to talk brand and model specifics here, but none of this is intended to confirm and I have no relationship with anyone who does waders, so I think it's allowed. · Cabelas Dry Plus chest waders in 10S (stout) - fair Ankles (shoe tops) were too high and narrow for me. My ankles are choking and
pushing down into my shoes, which makes walking very uncomfortable. Cabelas 4most Dry Plus stockings leg waist waders in XL - bad According to the chart, the XL has to go to 47 waist, but feels like 44 at most. The calves are close, the ankles are too long for a short seam, the legs are supposed to be 9-12, but they have too much baggy wetsuit to get stuck into a size 10 wader shoe. Itasca Dewey
BigBoy Waders - Just ordered them; I'll answer when I try them. They state the following: REGULAR (4XL/5XL) BIG MAN MODEL - Boot holes are 18ish at the top, 8.5 above the heel with 24 relaxed calf measurements. The thighs are about 36 loose. The size of the shoe is separate and does not seem to affect further measurements. Regular BIGS measures about 65 loose chest/waist and about 71
seats. The seam is about 32-33. STOUT (6XL/7XL) BIG MAN MODEL - Boot holes are 18ish at the top, 8.5 above the heel with 24 relaxed calf measurements. The thighs are about 36 loose. The STOUT BIG models have a choice of 10 to 16 shoes. The seam is about 32-33. I'd love to get a safe place, but assembly is more important than it is. · I've been looking around, too. There's not much out there
that has a good reputation. LL Bean has wader with a good rep and I believe it will come in strong. If I get to Maine, I'll try them out. They don't have them in local stores. I'll also take a look at Itasco Waders. · Look around the internet for threads on waders for short fat guys and you get a lot of threads that turn into all the jokes. Feel free to post another thread joke around, but I'd love this one to be a
resource for guys who want to buy waders that meet these needs. Please send your experience with waders to short, burly people. All heavy or short guys are welcome to respond. I'm both, and I'm short-lived. Mods, I would like to talk brand and model specifics here, but none of this is intended to confirm and I have no relationship with anyone who does waders, so I think it's allowed. I'm not heavy, but I'm
definitely short The most flexible set of options I've seen in a wetsuit comes from Mack's Prairie Wings. I ordered a set of their Big Ditch 3.5mm neoprene beetles a few years ago, and they offered a thick version, which is exactly what you're after. The only catch was that I found my feet to be a bit tight when I layered in regular size, so be sure to ask that if you go with a thick one. If you have a little more
money to burn, Banded has a range of see-through/non-wetsuit Redzone waders that are very comfortable and have a King size option for people with a more hefty build. How spacious they are in this size range, I can't say for sure, but let me tell you, I wear their regular sizing isolated Redzone waders and they are very spacious for a normal build guy. I have to imagine that the upper body on king's version
is *very* generous. · Check out duck hunter chat or sanctuary forums. I believe I've seen some negative comments about branded devices on one of these posts. · I realized that well-fitting, live-through bugs are like unicorns. They just don't exist · Check out duck hunter chat or sanctuary forums. I believe I've seen some negative comments about branded devices on one of these posts. I saw some
negative reviews back when I shopped for my banded RedZone waders, but many of these reviews are old and before upgrades that take on material, stitch work, garters, etc. The deal that was done for me was when I got a first-hand look at a couple of newer versions that a hunting buddy had. He had good things to say about them the truth about the fact that the crotch seam on my Prairie Wings to me
Mack's wetsuits had finally worn out. The quality on the upgraded banded waders was immediately obvious and I got a chance to try them out. They were the warmest and most comfortable bugs I've ever dressed to include shoes. Within a week I had a couple to order. Let's see what the longevity of striped beetles looks like when I move back to Nebraska this summer. We do a lot of bushwacking out there
to get to our seats, so it's going to be a real test. · I'm not entirely hefty... Still... but I'm short 5'6 with 30 inseam and shrinks as I age LOL. Cabel's wetsuits worked best for me. I've had a couple of different style bootfoots from 5mm ultimates up to my basic 3mm that I own now. All have been a bit long in the leg, but not so bad other brands that tend to be 36 inseams. I didn't see anything even close in the
veneer · I'd second thought of looking at Cabelas of strong size. I bought a couple of 10-15 years back and they lasted about 10 years. The biggest advantage was that the stouts had shorter legs, so all the neoprene neshrumoty around the knee. Their regular sizes have been hitting the crotch area and clumping up. I am 6 feet and 200 pounds · Itascas delivered very quickly - 2 days to receive them. I
attached the pictures below. Shoes are considerably shorter than Cabelas I'm comparing them to waders. The legs and body are very large - I swim in them, but this is better than when they are tight. There are side adjusting straps, so I'll try to sew them up and see. I'm a little disappointed that the ankles are still too high. Referencing the images below are *much* better, but still a bunch a little, just a lot
less. I'm at lunch from work now so I can't mess with them too much, but I'll adjust them even later and decide if they fit well enough to or if I'll try again. I can't say what order of uploaded photos are going to post, but one pic is Itasca's compared to Cabela's showing the length of the boot, another shows how badly Cabela's bunch is on my ankle, and another shows how Itasca is still a bunch with some, but
not where nearby so badly. I adjusted and cinched all the straps, and I decided I keep Itascas. I wore them around the house for about half an hour after everything was properly adjusted and they are very comfortable. · there is a website called bigcamo.com that specializes in large and high hunting and fishing clothing and stuff. I hope it helps. · Discussion Starter • #12 • Mar 19, 2017 is a website called
bigcamo.com that specializes in large and tall hunting and fishing clothing and stuff. I hope it helps. Thanks. That's where I ordered Itascas. · BPS sells some of its brands in different sizes. I have a pair of White River, vesiable, waist height in a small one. I'm not really strong at 160, but I'm short on 5'4 3/4. Home Strippers Online Forum Main Forum Best Brooches for Short People? Home Strippers Online
Forum Main Forum Best Brooches for Short People? 12-17-2019, 1:29 #1 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: April 2012 Location: Manvel, TX Mostly in Doghouse Hunt In: My Truck at Night. Which Waders for short fat guy? My son is taking me duck hunting for my Christmas present. I have to buy wading by Saturday. I wear an 11.5 shoe and Am 5' 5 3/4 tall. (every centimeter counts) I'm 260 pounds, so I'm
almost as wide as I am tall. Any recommendation would help. 12-17-2019, 02:23 #3 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: October 2006 Location: Wimberley Hunt In: San Saba Short Fat? 12-17-2019, 2:25 pm #4 Ten Points Join Date: October 2016 Location: Lindale, TX Hunt In: Wood Co Cabelas. Get fat. 12-17-2019, 02:30 AM #5 Ten Points Join Date: December 2010 Location: Huffman, TX Hunt In: Victoria
&amp; Reãl County I would go with the wearable style of beetles and wade shoes. They are almost all cut with more space than any of the neoprene style and you can layer the clothes as needed so you don't sweat your ass off in them. I'm about 6'-5 and 315 pounds and have never had a problem finding veneered beetles that fit well. I prefer frogg togg waders for a reasonable price set or Magellan Mag
series. If you use them frequently, SIMMS is hard to beat for durability and comfort. You don't need camouflage to hunt. It is enough to you have a brush around you to break your pattern and that color is somewhat dark. You'll be fine between the camouflage and the brush. 12-17-2019, 03:08 PM #6 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: December 2017 Location: Shepherd Hunt In: East Texas Type Higher,
Maybe A Pair of Hip Waders Sent From My Moto Z (2) using Tapatalk 12-17-2019, 03:23 PM #7 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: July 2010 Location: Magnolia Hunt In: Woods Quote: Originally Published as Snowflake Killa Type taller, maybe a couple of hip waders sent from my Moto Z (2) using Tapatalk 12-17-2019, 04:11 PM #8 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: April 2012 Location: Manvel, TX mostly in
Doghouse Hunt In: My Truck at Night. Quote: Originally Posted by Snowflake Killa You enter higher, maybe a couple of hip waders Sent from my Moto Z (2) using Tapatalk that 3/4 is a big difference. I've lost about 140 pounds in the last 2 years. I had to lose weight because I was shrinking the older I got and I refused to be wider than I was tall. 12-17-2019, 16:13 #9 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: August
2014 Location: Central Tx Hunt In: NTX Stump Definition 12-17-2019, 4:37 pm #10 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: December 2017 Location: Shepherd Hunt In: East Texas Quote: Originally published as Hoggslayer that 3/4 is a big difference. I've lost about 140 pounds in the last 2 years. I had to lose weight because I was shrinking the older I got and I refused to be wider than I was tall. I've always said that
if my waist is bigger than my seam I'd go on a diet. I'm up to 40 seam shipped from my Moto Z (2) using Tapatalk 12-17-2019, 04:39 PM #11 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: Jun 2007 Location: Hempstead Hunt In: Waller You should try to be a fat tall guy. All I find is for you short fat people lol. 12-17-2019, 04:42 PM #12 Ten Point Join Date: October 2015 Location: Rock Island, TX Hunt In: Colorado County
Quote: Originally Published as Denimdeerslayer You should try to be a fat tall guy. All I find is for you short fat people lol. That's right! 12-17-2019, 04:47 PM #13 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: November 2007 Location: Tomball Hunt In: Coleman Quote: Originally Published as Burntorange Bowhunter Short Fat Ones? That's funny just there sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk 12-17-2019, 04:57 PM #14
Ten Point Join Date: Jun 2008 Location: Splendora Quote: Originally Published as Burntorange Bowhunter Short Fat Ones? Or he could go with fat shorts 12-17-2019, 04:59 #15 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: Dec 2009 Location: Williamson County Hunt In: WMAs Quote: Originally Published as Hoggslayer My Son Takes Me Duck Hunting for My Christmas Present. I have to buy wading by Saturday. I
wear an 11.5 shoe and Am 5' 5 3/4 tall. (every centimeter counts) I'm 260 pounds, so I'm almost as wide as I am tall. Any recommendation would help. You could get away with these in a size 12 boot. Wear thick, non- 4783099 socks and they are 3.5mm neoprene, making it easier to fit into than 5mm I know this because I have a couple of them that pita put on. - 2303380 I have to drop about 50 pounds to
get back into them. As someone said before, strong is the way to go. Breathables are nice, but two things. One you need to make sure that they are large enough that you can squat and bend without putting pressure on the seams. Otherwise, you're going to cause them to leak. Another thing is that there is no insulation, so if it is cold, you will want some wading colors. 12-17-2019, 17:04 #16 Four Point
Join Date: October 2018 Location: Nederland Hunt In: Doss, TX &amp; East Texas Airtill for Sure 12-17-2019, 06:43 PM #17 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: July 2012 Location: Rockwall Hunt In: NO Texas Quote: Originally Published as Burntorange Bowhunter Short Fat Ones? I lol'd 12-17-2019, 09:12 PM #18 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: October 2006 Location: Burleson, Texas Hunt In: Kick CoViD
Tail! I've been 235 and 5-7 for several years now (until real recently). And Cabela's Supermags Stout were so close to the inside leg they seem like I was able to get (28 inseam for me). I wear 10.5 shoes, but went with an 11.5 boot for layering socks (wool sock with sock insert). They are super warm in cold water/weather. The shoes have 1600grams of thin layer. I can stand in deep water at 42 degrees all
day. And be fine with the right layering and a short jacket. Those shoes really keep the feeet and fingers warm! Last edited by Texas Grown; 12-17-2019 at 09:15 PM. 12-17-2019, 09:40 PM #19 Pope &amp; Young Join Date: October 2016 Location: Jacksonville Hunt In: Cherokee Co Atwood's has some really thick garbage bags... as a last resort. 12-18-2019, 12:00 pm #20 Pope &amp; Young Join Date:
October 2006 Location: Shepherd Hunt In: Polk / San Jacinto I would like to get some vesiable beetles, it will not be so cold this weekend. They're much more comfortable than a wetsuit. « Previous Thread | Next thread » Billing rules You may not send new threads You may not send replies You may not send attachments You may not edit your posts HTML code is Off All times are GMT -5. Now is 9:06
p.m.
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